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TPP 6 point policy solution Dec 16 2015 4.30 pm

Introduction
Thank you for the opportunity to present to you, our request that council considers and adopts the 6 point policy 
solution.
My name is Antony Maddock, I reside in Pinehaven and am owner operator of a small Lower Hutt business.

The TPP text is now publicly available, as are some expert legal analysis papers. Our early concerns are proved well 
founded.
It is apparent TPP will impact on councils ability to plan and make decisions in the public interest.
 
The subsequent TPP review in 3 years will if it continues the observed trend make it more difficult for Councils to 
conduct their business. It is an unfortunate outcome that the agenda for this review is not tabled at this point to allow 
full due diligence - local government might be saved now, from worse treatment, only to have it meted later after TPP 
is cemented. This is one reason local government ought oppose the this binding Treaty.

Councils will be under threat by the use of ISDS process, by corporations, to demand compensation for local govt 
decisions, this is to deter authorities from making decisions against their interests.

Councils will be  impacted by the following examples: 
Inability to effectively regulate.
Restrictions on favourable treatment for local suppliers.
Difficulty controlling PPPs, or returning services to local govt ownership.
Transparency provisions, giving corporations greater influence over decisions.
Further constraints on environmental protections.

This so called free trade agreement will, if signed, make a mockery of democracy. Just because this has been done 
previously, under previous investment treaties doesn't make it right or ethical. The arbitrary nature of executive dictate 
leads us to question the underlying principals of the International Treaty process for trade and investment treaties. We 
support the NZ First  Fletcher Tabuteau private member's International Treaties Bill.

 http://nzfirst.org.nz/news/new-bill-stop-secrecy-future-deals-tppa
 
We are also taking this up via a petition to the Governor General where we ask him to Command the New Zealand 
Government to put the question of TPP to a binding referendum before Signing currently planned for early February. 
See petition here:

http://nomandatedonotsigntppaggpetition.blogspot.co.nz/

It has been inferred that TPP will be signed off by parliament, when, in fact, it will be signed off by the New Zealand 
executive which requires a quorum of only 2. Where New Zealand's current legislative arrangements are in conflict 
with the TPP text, these need to be amended by Parliament. Once this is done the Treaty is deemed fully Assented to.

Strong TPP actions and demonstrations have continued to attempt to pressure  governments, however, these have been 
largely ignored both nationally and globally.

Thanks again, go to our council for adopting the 12 point policy solution, since then 12 major councils and 3 regional 
councils, covering over 60% NZs population, (based on 2013 census,) this grass roots movement is gaining 
considerable traction world wide.

For example:
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NYC council  has declared New York City a TPP (Trans-Pacific Partnership) Free Zone in protest.

 Mayor Bill de Blasio criticized the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) as a “raw deal” and “huge mistake,” the New 
York City Council voted unanimously to pass a resolution declaring the city a “TPP-free zone”

New York is the latest U.S. municipality to reject bad trade policies.  TPP-free resolutions have also been passed by 
other 17 other US cities and counting.

In the European Union, the TTIP,the sister equivalent to TPP, the public and councils are working to pass 10,000 such 
resolutions. 

{ In Austria, Germany, France and Belgium there are significant numbers of TTIP Free Zones being declared by local 
authorities. When EU and US negotiators in Brussels leave their meetings they immediately walk out into the Brussels 
municipality which is itself a TTIP Free Zone.

There are 39 ‘no TTIP’ councils in Spain and a good covering in Northern Italy. This is a Europe-wide movement of 
local resistance to the corporate power grab that TTIP represents.”}

A petition has recently been launched, by TPP action, directed to the Governor General, who's duty is to defend 
democratic process. This is due to the fact that the govt does not have a mandate as they kept the TPP secret prior to 
last election.

Thanking you in advance for your well considered decisions in regard to adopting the 6 point November 4th TPP 
resolution and recommendations
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